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Parables: 

The Tower I 

In the midmorning the travellers ride their bikes beneath the tower which leans like an old 

landlord hunched over in the wind. The pair set down their bikes on the long grass two 

hundred metres or so from the base and watch light catch on the broken windows that run 

up the tower’s eastern side. They eat small carrots from their rucksacks. 

A short time later, a boy emerges from the tower. He glances at the travellers as if they 

were a regular feature of the landscape and then circles the tower anti-clockwise. 

The younger traveller picks up his bike and rides over. He watches the figure, a young 

boy like him, dangling a computer chip from old wire against a sheet of transparent plastic 

marked with lines and numbers. 

When the younger traveller asks what the boy is doing, he explains: he must measure the 

angle the tower is tilted. Each midmorning of each day he holds out the crude plumb bob, 

and records the tower's position on the protractor. Today it is tilted at 4.37 degrees. The 

boy has had this job since learning to talk. 

The older traveller arrives and listens also. The travellers ask the boy: And then what, 

after the measurements have been taken? Then what? 

The boy tells them how he makes his way up the tower’s tilted spiral stairway and 

knocks on the doors of the people living on the higher floors and tells the number to each 

one. Sometimes, the boy says, the number goes up, and sometimes it goes down. Usually, it 

goes up.  
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If the number goes up too high, the boy says, then the tower will fall, and those in the 

highest floors will not be able to leave in time. Do not ask me how I know this, but the 

great thing will happen in the night. 

And so it is your job to warn them each morning of the tower's falling? 

The boy shakes his head. I tell them the number only so they can collect their winnings. 

They gamble together before bed on how the next morning will treat them. 

And how does it treat them? 

The boy shrugs. Usually worse. But they've figured that out. More often than not, at 

night they use their money to bet that things will get worse. But I still take my cut. 

The travellers look up at the tower. Up close, they can see where the steel has rusted, 

where the pipes have eroded. The concrete balconies are stained. 

At what number, boy, will the tower collapse? At what floor will it split? Have you done 

the calculations? 

The boy stands up. I live on the ground floor, he says.  

He walks in the slanted doors and begins up the stairs. 
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Parables: 

The Punishment I 

The whip sounds from a mile away. The Earth is flat and so the sound travels. The 

travellers approach the sound and soon hear the voice of a young man, perhaps a boy, 

between sharp cracks saying: I love this! I love to be whipped! Being whipped is my 

favourite thing in this life to happen! 

He’s tied to a post and an older man is shirtless behind him with a tensed arm and fierce 

pose as he whips and whips the boy again. A small crowd encircles the pair as the young 

man yells out variations of I love to be whipped over and over again. The travellers push 

through to the front. The younger one asks a woman: What’s happening here? 

The woman whispers her reply: He is a dishonest man. He has always been dishonest. It 

is because he was raised without parents. Once, he said he did not care about the town. 

Another time, he said he did not love anyone, and that he would like to see the world 

collapse into something awful. Then, he stole an apple. Next, an old chair, one with oiled 

wheels. So you can see him now, hiding his pain behind lies. 

The younger traveller repeats this: Hiding his pain behind lies. 

Yes, the woman says. Look at him. He speaks out each time he is struck—but never 

between strikes, when the mayor teases and misleads him about when next he will throw 

the whip. He does not declare anything in the in-between. 

The older traveller is listening to this exchange and after a moment’s consideration steps 

out from the crowd and toward the young man and the mayor.  

Excuse me, she says, but—can I ask the young man a question? 

The mayor lowers the whip.  
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Young man, she says. Can you tell me: do you enjoy being whipped? 

His back drips blood as he breathes. She watches his eyes as he says: I love to be 

whipped!  

And he laughs. And it seems he has always been laughing. 

The older traveller nods at the young man and then at the mayor also. She turns back to 

the younger traveller and signals that they should leave. They make their way back to the 

road. 

Later that afternoon, after trading with a merchant for goods, the younger traveller asks 

the older traveller: Do you suppose he was a masochist? 

The older traveller shakes her head. What was the phrase you repeated, that the woman 

told you? 

Hiding his pain behind lies. 

Do you believe that this is what he was doing? 

The younger traveller shrugs. I suppose. 

The older traveller smiles. 

Do you think so? 

The older traveller answers: There is a difference between hiding pain behind lies and 

using lies to hide from the pain yourself. I do believe he was a dishonest man. But I believe 

he was so because of a great pain he could not confront. 

The pain of being whipped? 

No, a greater pain. The older traveller pauses. We will stop here tonight, she says, 

gesturing at a hollowed-out service station by the road.  

They eat food from their rucksacks and lay out mattresses in an aisle of the shop that 

would once have held cleaning products. 
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Before sleeping, the older traveller speaks one last time: I think he was telling the truth, 

though. I think in a way he did enjoy being whipped.  

So I was right. 

Replacing a great pain with a lesser one is a kindness. It is not a wise practice, but it is 

what it is. Do not ever do it, though. Not ever. It will make you lonely. 

The younger traveller has many questions, and asks some of them, but his companion 

will not answer; she is asleep already and all night she dreams of someone she once had 

loved but to whom she never told any great truth at all. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


